2014 HUBBARD COUNTY AIS TASK FORCE GOALS

1. WATERCRAFT INSPECTIONS
   - Maintain county financial support
   - Increase number of lakes (Garfield, Middle CW, and Lake George)
   - Increase township funding levels
   - Increase number of hours on some lakes
   - Achieve inspections on border lakes (Two Inlets & Grace)
   - LGU grant(s)
   - Install counters at selected accesses

2. CONTINUE PREVENTION PROGRAMS
   - Analyze resort survey information – action plan
   - Increase veliger testing and early detection efforts
   - Early schedule on LSP/resort DNR training
   - Evaluate new DNR volunteer program and decide how to use new structure to get more inspections

3. RAPID RESPONSE PLAN (DO IT!!!)
   - Draft plan; model to follow DNR RRP document
   - AIS task force approval
   - DNR review
   - Communication to all stakeholders
   - Hubbard commissioner approval

4. CODIFY COUNTY AIS PLAN
   - Model after ACCL plan
   - Incorporate AIS committee work – identify holes—actions
   - Catalogue lakes – risk level and appropriate inspection strategy
   - Communicate plan and achieve commissioner approval

5. UPGRADE DECONTAMINATION STATION USE
√ ADD 1/2 MORE?
√ LGU GRANT? LEVEL 2 INSPECTOR
√ UPGRADE PROTOCOL TO COVER MORE “AT RISK” WATERCRAFT
√ PUBLICIZE USE – ENCOURAGE CITIZEN USE
√ NO CHARGE TO PUBLIC
√ HOW STAFF

6. PURSUE STATE LGU SUPPORT
   √ LSOHC FUNDS (MN COLA COLLABORATIVE)
   √ PARTICIPATION IN STATE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

7. CONTINUE STANDARD PROGRAMS
   √ PARTICIPATE IN COUNTY EVENTS (Fair, Logging & Legends, Dorset Days, etc.)
   √ PRDBA WEBCAM, WALKING MAP, ETC
   √ UM EXT EDUCATION PROGRAMS
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